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Campaign Title: See a Different Side 

 

Brand: Knorr 
 

Company(s) Involved: Unilever, B7, Show Me Consulting, Lowe and 
Partners 

 
Category: Food & Grocery 

 

 
 

Summary 
 

Knorr Sides needed a turnaround, one that could begin to build equity and free the brand 

from severe price dependency.  The sides category was off-trend and losing 

relevance.  Time was of essence, so the turnaround had to be driven by fresh 

communication without the benefit of product renovation or innovation (that would have 

delayed the program).   

 

The team used a highly unorthodox approach to unlock a strategy that struck a consumer 

sweet spot – both a need and a trend.   

 

A new campaign was launched in Sept 2013 and new spots were aired in Jan 2015.  The 

core idea was to show that Knorr Sides is a solution for busy moms to break dinner 

monotony - that with a few fresh ingredients, Knorr Sides are the start of a simple one dish 

meal.   

 

The campaign tested extremely well; it showed strong breakthrough, appeal and 

persuasion.  The in-market results were almost immediate: for example, share increased 

by +180pts just in its initial airing. It grew brand and category sales and drove clear 

improvement in brand perceptions “helps you create great tasting meals” and “are 

something the whole family would like.”   
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Marketing Challenge 

 

For several years the Knorr Sides business was losing relevance.  In particular, driven by 

years of heavy promotion, Knorr Sides was dangerously close to becoming just a cheap, low-

quality belly-fill.  Price and promotion seemed to be the only things keeping the business 

alive; however, the effectiveness of these programs was declining – devaluing both the 

category and brand.   

 

The brand needed to drive reappraisal of Knorr Sides, specifically to develop a campaign that 

could:  

1) Drive relevance without the benefit of product renovation or innovation,  

2) Build core brand values consistent with the strong global equity of Knorr,  

3) Address issues of poor quality perceptions and  

4) Overcome its challenge to create breakthrough communication, in particular,  given 

Knorr’s underdeveloped saliency 

 
Methodology 

 

The team used a highly unorthodox approach to unlock a strategy that struck a consumer 

sweet spot – both a need and a trend.   

 

They used highly creative, emotionally charged hooks (think billboard advertising), to 

understand how they could reignite relevance.   The process unlocked fresh thinking.  

Before conducting any traditional communication research, the team went through an 

intensive creative process that brought to life over 200 different creative hooks.  

 

A visceral connection was sought.  Instead of exploring only a few creative ideas, as most 

communication research begins, respondents walked through a room with over 100 pieces 

of stimuli and were asked to quickly identify just a few that struck them.  The stimuli 

created an environment of overwhelming stimulation to see which ideas stopped consumers 

in their tracks and felt so relevant that above all the others, it truly spoke to them.  The 

room was a mosaic of telegraphic ideas - a proactive headline, a key visual and a simple 

idea statement.  The experience is much like how we experience messages in the real world 

today, with people all around us, lots of stimuli coming at us, and very few messages 

actually getting through.     

 

Next, the discussion began like a speed-dating debrief to get people to talk from their 

instincts – what stood out and how it made them feel.  The intent was to find out which 

ideas tapped into an emotion and understand what really grabbed them, without letting 

thinking or rationalization get in the way.   

 

In doing this, the team identified the beginning of both a strategy and a campaign idea.  

The idea identified an opportunity to build on existing behavior of a few consumers and in 

making it bigger, the team saw the potential to reframe the role of Knorr Sides.  What was 

the idea?  With a few fresh ingredients, Knorr Sides are the start of a simple one pot meal.   

The strategy has proven to be highly relevant for both consumers and the brand.  For 

consumers, it solves a key problem for busy moms – inspires her with easy dinner ideas to 

break the dinner monotony while serving a delicious, wholesome meal.  For brand relevance 

– the growing behavior of preparing simple one dish meals is on trend and showed strong 

potential to rebuild taste and quality perceptions.   
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Creative Execution 

 

15 SEC CUT 3 
CURRENT US.mov

 

 

30 SEC CUT 32 
CURRENT US.mov

 

 
Business Impact 

 

  
Share up +180bps during TV campaign.  (source: Nielsen) 

 

    
Knorr began fueling category growth. (source: Nielsen) 

 

By tapping into an idea that worked on so many levels, the team was able to create a TV asset that scored well 

on both persuasion and awareness, with the strength of the ad helping maximize spending efficiency.  The ad 

was more effective than the average Knorr spot, driving a 25% greater efficiency in our media spend. (source: 

Millward Brown) 

 

Both behavioral and perceptual changes were the drivers behind the business results.  The campaign began 

positive momentum in changing consumer behavior, with a 16% increase in consumers using Knorr Sides 

as the inspiration to a main dish (source: TNS dish tracking).  Brand tracking showed significant increases on 

imagery attributes such as “helps you create great tasting meals,” “are something the whole family would like,” 

and “fits into your busy lifestyle.”  Furthermore, brand health metrics around salience, product 

recommendation and overall product performance grew.  (source: Millward Brown) 
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